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 Information
University of Oslo
ENG2500 – American History
Spring 2022
Written exam
 
 
This exam consists of two parts, and you must respond to both parts.
Part A counts for 30% of your grade, part B counts for 70%.
 
Read the instructions in each part carefully.
 
All questions must be answered in English. You can change language in Inspera by clicking on the
menu icon in the right corner. 
 
What you write will be stored automatically every 15 seconds.
 
You may, at any time, switch back and forth between exam modules in order to check what you
have done in each; however, the modules are numbered and you must do each module as a
separate unit.
 
After starting the exam, you will see your remaining time in the upper left corner.
 
Break a leg!
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1 Exam questions part A
PART A. Term ID’s
Each answer is worth 10% of the total exam
 
Choose THREE – 3 – of the following terms and identify each thoroughly in paragraph
form.
 
1.    The Manhattan Project 
2.    First Hundred Days 
3.    Farmer’s Alliance 
4.    Roe v. Wade 
5.    Obamacare 
6.    Harlem Renaissance 
7.    Pearl Harbor 
8.    Contract with America 
9.    Silent Majority 
10.    The Great Society 
 
Fill in your answer here

 

Format                    Σ

 

 

Words: 0

Maximum marks: 0
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2 Exam questions part B
Part B. Essay (70%)  
Choose ONE – 1 – of the following and write an essay answering that question.
 
1.    The 1960s and 1970s were characterized by political activism in the United States. Analyze
this development, focusing on both the factors that formed the basis for activism and the various
groups that took part in the activist movements. 
 
OR
 
2.    How did American involvement in World War II and the Vietnam War affect various groups of
Americans, respectively? Make a comparative analysis and use specific examples of actions,
events and effects to support your arguments.  Choose 2 from the following 3 groups:  women,
African Americans, war veterans.
 
OR
 
3.    The United States is a nation built by immigrants of various origins. Detail how authorities in
the United States have treated immigrants, focusing on various eras from the late nineteenth
century throughout the twentieth century. Use specific examples to explain several points of
change.  
 
 
Fill in your answer here

 

Format                    Σ

 

 

Words: 0
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Maximum marks: 0


